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'Carelessness' cited in mistaken jail releases

By Stacey Barchenger

| FLORIDA TODAY

MALCOLM DENEMARK/FLORIDA TODAY

At least five times in the last two years, inmates got out of the Brevard County jail who shouldn't have,
because of errors by the staff of the Sharpes facility. The jail staff released one woman two different times by
mistake.

That's according to a FLORIDA TODAY review of Brevard County Sheriff's Office disciplinary records
following the most recent mistake, the October release of a man who got out of jail by pretending to be his
brother. Jail staff didn't verify his identity and, a few months later, police say Brandon Bradley shot and
killed a sheriff's deputy.

The public records documenting the other releases in the past two years each cite similar causes, specifically
"carelessness" or not paying attention to details about suspect's identities, other warrants or the correct
amount of bonds.

Sheriff

Jack Parker, who is responsible for operation of the county jail, stressed that the number of mistakes out of
the more than 85,000 inmates received and released from Sharpes in 2010 and 2011 shows his personnel get
it right in the vast majority of cases.

"When a rare mistake occurs, a thorough review is conducted and corrective action is taken with the goal of
improving the booking and releasing process," Parker said in a statement.

Parker also noted, "our jail personnel work to do their best every day and in a very stressful and dangerous
environment."

Mistakes in processing prisoners can happen. However, four releases in such a time period is concerning, and
begs the question, "You have one, you have a second, you have a third. ... Where's the mechanism that should
be put into place to get at the root cause of these releases?" said University of West Florida criminal justice
professor and corrections industry consultant Richard M. Hough.

Before teaching, Hough spent 30 years working in Florida law enforcement and corrections. Hough reviewed
records the sheriff's office provided on each of the mistaken releases and the disciplinary action taken,
finding an appropriate response to each case. He found "no egregious acts or big red flags."

"They can all be isolated incidents, but can we figure out why (they occurred), and therefore try to improve
the procedure so that it hopefully does not happen again, or so the perfect storm has to come together for
someone to be released?" he said. "Five of those in a two−year period is something that they should be
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paying attention to."

The most recent release remains under investigation. Bradley, who was able to post bond in October before
jail officials realized the mistake, lived in the community for about five months before allegedly shooting and
killing Deputy Barbara Pill, 52, in a traffic stop.

Pill's widower, Steve Pill, said sheriff's staffers have provided tremendous support since his wife's death. He
said he does not fault the jail's staff for Bradley lying to get out. "The only ones responsible for what
happened were the two people in the car," he said.

Bob Seemer of Rockledge says he is among the concerned residents who want to know what went wrong and
what's being done.

"A person is killed, and we haven't heard anything from the sheriff's department on the causes of the problem
and what the sheriff's department has done to make changes and correct the problem for the future," said
Seemer, president of a management and technology consulting company called ets, inc.

He said whatever lessons are learned should be documented and shared with other law enforcement agencies.

"In this case, you've got the sheriff's department improperly releasing a person who consequently got into
trouble. ... That's the consequence of a process problem that should be solved."

Similar case

At least one of the other four erroneous releases is similar to the release of Bradley. The case involves an
inmate with other warrants, one who was improperly released twice.

In late November 2010, the woman was jailed for 11 days on a theft charge. She was released Dec. 8.

But, while she was in custody, the woman was served with another warrant alleging she violated probation.
That charge came with a bond amount of $10,000, but the jail released her without having posted that
amount. The woman failed to appear in court. Then, she was arrested again, on a new theft charge, and taken
to the jail. She was released again even though the bond still hadn't been paid.

The errors were not discovered until later, said Commander Mike DeMorat, a sheriff's office spokesman. The
woman was rearrested Jan. 31. Officials blame a breakdown in communication between jail personnel and a
separate staff assigned to handle warrants.

"When a warrant is transmitted, or sent from warrants unit to jail personnel to be served, they communicate,"
DeMorat said. "In order for the warrant to have been missed, that communication did not take place. After
review of that release, there's been an improvement in communication between jail staff and warrants staff."

Another female inmate was able to post bond in a forgery case and walk out of the Sharpes facility even
though a judge had ordered she be held without bond in a separate drug crimes case two months earlier. The
woman was re−arrested three days later.

"It was a reminder that all paperwork needed to be reviewed very closely," DeMorat said, emphasizing how
complicated the booking process can be when dealing with inmates who use multiple names and face
multiple cases. "This was a re−education for jail staff to be sure to review all court paperwork closely. In the
event they're going in front of a judge on a not−in−custody charge, there could be changes to their bond."
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Incident summaries show lack of attention also was a problem in two more releases.

In one case, corrections officers entered a $500 bond amount into the jail's computer system, but the correct
bond amount was $1,000. The inmate, accused of a second offense of driving under the influence, posted
bond March 6, 2010. The error was discovered the same day and the bond company, when contacted by the
sheriff's office, posted the correct amount of bond, records show.

Two sworn jail staff members received letters of counseling for "carelessness." The employees were
"cautioned to be more attentive when releasing inmates from custody to ensure no further incidents of this
nature occur."

In a similar incident about three weeks later, other jail officials improperly entered a woman's bond amount,
mistakenly dropping a zero. Consequently, what should have been a $25,000 court−ordered bond was listed
as $2,500.

The inmate posted bond April 1, 2010 ? about five weeks after her original arrest on charges of leaving the
scene of an accident that caused property damage and bringing contraband into a correctional facility. Jail
staff later learned of the error. A judge was notified, but the court took no further action. The woman
appeared for court as scheduled two weeks later.

A sheriff's

inmate records clerk received a counseling letter for carelessness.

Sheriff's Office officials declined to comment on how each mistaken release was discovered.

The Sheriff's Office has dealt with problems related to mistaken releases before. A decade ago, 12 inmates
were wrongly turned out in a single year. At the time, jail officials cited paperwork errors and a strained staff.
Most of those releases were of inmates accused of non−violent crimes; however the issue came to light when
a man wanted on murder charges gave a false name and got out without being properly identified. The jail
later tightened its procedures for verifying identities.

Oversight of improper releases is left to individual law enforcement agencies. There is no tracking of
improper releases by the Florida Sheriffs Association, Florida Department of Law Enforcement or American
Jail Association. A facility would not lose accreditation based on the number of improper releases, but could
only if the releases show a fundamental problem.

"Given the sheer volume of releases, we know that mistakes will occur from time to time," Florida Sheriffs
Association

Executive Director Steve Casey said. "When these occur, the sheriffs and their counterparts at the county
investigate and document the cause of the error. This information is then used to enhance and strengthen
security procedures at the facility."

Contact Barchenger at 321−242−3669, sbarchenger@floridatoday.com or follow at
Twitter.com/sbarchenger.

About FLORIDA TODAY's review of records
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Following the news of Brandon Bradley's mistaken release from jail prior to his alleged involvement in the
shooting of Sheriff's Deputy Barbara Pill, FLORIDA TODAY asked the Sheriff's Office for records related to
any improper release from the jail in the last two years.

The Sheriff's Office reviewed its internal records of such investigations and provided a summary of the
incidents from 2010 and 2011 as well as documentation about the corrective action that it took with its
personnel in each case. The Sheriff's Office did not comment on the process it used to determine which
releases violated its procedures.

FLORIDA TODAY reviewed the records provided by the Sheriff's Office, as well as independently verifying
the circumstances of the cases through court records and other sources.

Background on the shooting of Barbara Pill

On March 6, Barbara Pill, a Brevard County sheriff's deputy with 30 years' experience in law enforcement,
was shot and killed while stopping a vehicle in Melbourne that was believed to have been involved in a theft
from a nearby motel.

Police say Pill, 52, was shot by the driver near Elena Way and North John Rodes Boulevard about 11:15 a.m.

Two people inside the vehicle, later identified by police as Brandon Bradley and Andria Kerchner, were
arrested after a chase. Bradley and Kerchner are being held on charges, including first−degree murder and
robbery. Prosecutors are seeking the death penalty in Bradley's case, alleging he pulled the trigger.

Records showed Bradley had been in custody about five months prior to the shooting and had multiple
interactions with law enforcement leading up to Pill's killing. Following a fall 2011 arrest, he gave police and
jail officials a false name and was released from custody despite multiple active violations of probation
warrants. Officials learned days later of Bradley's true identity, but he was not re−arrested.

The next court date set in the cases against Bradley, 22, and Kerchner, 20, is June 20.
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